Peer Mentor Organization (PM)
“With help from a friend, you can reach the stars!”

What are Peer Mentors?
Peer Mentors are nominated by faculty and/or peers to be leaders in offering assistance and guidance to first year students and other colleagues. Peer mentors lend helping hands, listening ears, and genuine concern to those who need it. They provide what advice that they can, and if needed, refer to the many great resources MSUCOM has. Confidentiality is central in what we do.

What is our goal?
To provide peer-to-peer mentors available to first and second year students at MSUCOM who provide and promote individual mentoring, health and wellness counseling, and stress management.

Peer Mentor Events and Programs
- Encouraging, moral boosting events
- Events that promote health and wellness

Want to know more?
Find a Peer Mentor and ask away or Email us at PeerMentors.MSUCOM@gmail.com

Puppy Play-Date Hosted with the Humane Society
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